One day, though, I decided that this name didn’t fit. I was
confident that I was the sort of person who was a James, not a
Jamie. With all the willful certainty a 6-year-old can possess,
I announced to my family that I wanted to be called James
from then on.
Though my parents caught on immediately, it took my
extended family years to fully make the transition. Cards
for the next several years alternated between the two names
when addressing me, and the grandmother who had made that

significantly improve a company’s ROI by lowering total cost
of ownership. That story begins on page 20.
Where Ken focused on the “why” of server
consolidation, Technical Editor Jaqui Lynch focuses on the
“how.” Her article on page 24, “Herd Your Rogue Servers,”
offers tips for sizing and consolidation, including how to better
understand workload granularity and characterization.
In addition, Senior Writer Jim Utsler offers another success
story with this month’s case study, the latest storage effort

“You could have a disaster at the primary A site and
switch over to the C site almost without missing a beat.”
—Greg McBride
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After migrating to a

Power Systems environment,

Sigma-Aldrich finds a good backup
and restore solution with

UPSTREAM RESERVOIR
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ways mainly because Sigma-Aldrich didn’t want to run mission- UPSTREAM RESERVOIR, which Sigma-Aldrich began using
critical applications on Windows—and they were poor substitutes as beta software in August 2005, share a very common user
for the mainframe-based INNOVATION solutions it had used for interface called the Director. For Sigma-Aldrich, this meant a
so many years.
very small learning curve when it began using the AIX OS-based

UPSTREAM RESERVOIR. Two things Hunter had to relearn were
scheduling and tape management, which were third-party
add-ons on the mainframe but come included with UPSTREAM
RESERVOIR. “Once I got those down, though, it wasn’t a big
deal,” Hunter says.
On the software side, the only component that needed to be
changed was the backup-server portion of the client/serverbased UPSTREAM RESERVOIR. The client-side components on
the many servers in the Sigma-Aldrich IT environment remained
as they were when the company was using the INNOVATION
products on the mainframe. “During the transition, all I had
to do was change the client to point to RESERVOIR instead of
UPSTREAM,” Hunter recalls.
Using the Dispatcher scheduling component that is integrated
into the Director interface, Hunter, who schedules, maintains and
monitors the system on a part-time basis, can manage the types
of backups and backup schedules remotely. In addition, he can
conduct restores remotely from St. Louis, even though many of
his remote sites have at least one technical person on site who
is taught how to conduct restores if needed. Typically, however,
those people simply have to swap tapes out. “And at one site,”
Hunter adds, “I have a guard who does it.”
If a file does have to be restored (“which happens every day,”
according to Hunter), the company’s PC managers can do it
themselves, without the intervention of Hunter, who manages
company-wide backups and large restores. Similarly, the
company’s database administrators can use the management
tools built into their databases, including DB2 and Oracle, for
restores, with those front-end tools handing the request off to the
UPSTREAM RESERVOIR back end to complete the task. “They
like that, because they can use the tools they’re familiar with
to control their databases,” Hunter notes. “They could care less
what’s happening behind the scenes on the back end.”

An Uncommon Occurrence
One of the most important aspects of UPSTREAM RESERVOIR
in the case of Sigma-Aldrich is that the solution can read even
FDR/UPSTREAM mainframe-based backup tapes. Although the
company infrequently has use for these older data sets, it can
bring them up if neccessary.
This—along with a common interface and generous licensing—
was an additional tipping point for Sigma-Aldrich when it was
looking for an AIX OS-based backup and restore solution. “That was
huge for us,” Hunter remarks. “We didn’t want to have to somehow
re-create that data if we needed it and we didn’t want to keep a
mainframe around just to read those old backup tapes.”
UPSTREAM RESERVOIR also uses online hot database agents
for DB2, Oracle and Lotus Notes* that allow Hunter to keep the
company’s databases up and running while they’re being backed
up. (The Lotus Notes agent provides backup of mailboxes, but

like most backup-and-recovery solutions, it doesn’t provide e-mail
archiving.) The solution also includes a de-duplication utility that
allows users to back up only files that have changed instead of entire
file sets on a file server. This helps companies such as Sigma-Aldrich
reduce backup times. Hunter also uses UPSTREAM RESERVOIR’s
SAN EXPRESS feature, which enables him to send backup data
across a storage-area network (SAN) so he’s not impacting the
performance of his production network and can begin backups
earlier in the day than he would have been otherwise.
If a system needs to be restored, it can be done in several
different ways, depending on the OS. In the case of a Linux*
server, for example, the server administrator would boot up
from the Linux installation media CD and then run and use
UPSTREAM RESCUER. For Windows, UPSTREAM supports
Windows Automated System Recovery or an administrator can
reinstall the OS and restore the server’s system state. In the case
of AIX, according to Hunter, “We would rebuild the server from
a mksysb and then lay down all of the data.”

Small and Large
As with the built-in backup system in my OS, UPSTREAM
RESERVOIR makes it easy for A IX users to manage and
monitor backups and restores. And it does so in ways that make
it nearly impossible for a company to lose its data, from the
scheduling, tape-management, incremental-backup and restore
tools that are built into the software—like a beefed-up version
of the software I use.
Of course, I’m just a small guy with a small operation (a few
computers and few external hard drives), but the larger lesson is
there for any size organization: back up and back up often.
Fortunately, UPSTREAM RESERVOIR has quickly become a
streamlined alternative for AIX users who would like to follow
that dictum. As Hunter puts it, “The INNOVATION product is
flexible, does it own tape management and it’s good for small
locations and scales up very well for larger locations.”
p
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